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Robert S. Neuman: Definition of Place, 1950-2012
by Craig Stockwell

Robert S. Neuman: Definition of Place,
1950 -2012 is on view through October
12, 2013, at the Prichard Art Gallery,
University of Idaho, 414 S. Main St.,
Moscow, Idaho, 83843, 208-885-3586,
www.uidaho.edu/cca/prichardartgallery.
The exhibition was organized by The
Art Museum of Eastern Idaho, Idaho
Falls, Idaho.

R

obert S. Neuman is a secondgeneration Abstract Expressionist. He was born in 1926 in Kellogg,
Idaho, and began painting as a college
student at the University of Idaho after
serving in the Air Force during World
War II. He also studied with Max Beckmann at Mills College in 1951, and
with Willie Baumeister in Stuttgart,
Germany, as a Fullbright scholar in
1953. He was deeply affected by a brief
friendship with Antoni Tapies in 1956
while in Barcelona on a Guggenheim
fellowship. He began teaching in 1952
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and subsequently taught at the Massachusetts College of Art, Brown University, Harvard University, and Keene
State College, New Hampshire.
Neuman’s work is included in many
institutional collections including the
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All illustrated works are by Robert S.
Neuman, oil on French linen, and collection of the artist, courtesy of Sunne Savage
Gallery, unless otherwise noted.
ABOVE: Lame Deer (Greasy Grass), 1998, 59
x 77.
RIGHT: Angry Dog, 1950, Duco paint and
sand on Masonite, 39 x 47.
ABOVE LEFT: Grey Painting, 1956, 50 x 50,
Alfred Maurice.
LEFT : Pedazos del Mundo (It’s a Sweet
World), 1963-64, mixed media on paper,
22 1/4 x 30 1/2.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts; the Colby College Museum of Art,
Waterville, Maine; the Museum of Modern
Art, New York, and the Hood Museum of
Art, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire. In 1960 he was the very first
artist to exhibit at the prestigious Pace
Gallery of NYC at its opening in Boston.
The earliest works in Definition of Place
are the Army Comics from 1945. These are
notebooks filled with cartoony sketches of

army life. Neuman then begins a decadelong involvement with the major artistic
concerns of the 1950s. Angry Dog represents an earnest and early engagement with
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Abstract Expressionism in both its content
and method. It is a thickly encrusted psychologically expressionistic painting with
an aggressive physical presence. The paintVol . XXV No. 5 2013 American Art Review

ABOVE :

Ship to Paradise # 4, 1980, stone
lithograph, 41 1/2 x 29 1/2.
LEFT: The Fly, 1961, 34 x 40, Sunne Savage.
BELOW LEFT : Alhambra Wall, 1981, 40 x
46.

ing Grey Painting captures the emptying
out of content and gesture that followed
the excesses of Abstract Expressionism. In
these early works one can see the mastery
with which pervasive styles were met, considered and understood. The Fly appears to
open the door to the beginnings of mature
and independent painterly concerns.
The Pedazos del Mundo (Pieces of the
World) series was begun in the early 1960s.
Within this series the central globe shape
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and the pieces that comprise it offer a meditation on how worlds are constructed and
how they deteriorate and, importantly,
how paint itself might construct a world.
At the time these paintings were done,
“hard-edge” abstraction was dominant and
gestural abstraction was under review.
The Space Signs Series of the late 1960s
is more atmospheric in its abstraction, symbolizing stars, planets and outer space. In a
straight-forward methodology the “signs”
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are formed using jars and cans whose rims
have been coated in paint. In his 1970s
Stack Series Neuman takes the shapes found
in the Space paintings and turns them to
more formal concerns.This work has an
ability to combine precise hard-edge
geometries with bold physical gesture and
studied primitivism.
The Alhambra Series done in 1981 elegantly presents the very basic interplay of
hard geometry and organic gesture as well
as taking on texture and referential space.
Within this series Neuman is considering
the slanting shafts of light he experienced
while visiting the Alhambra in Spain.
The Lame Deer Series of the 1980s is
notable because of how it engages the history and experience of Native Americans.
The tepees echoe the markings found in
cave paintings and other forms of representation used by the early inhabitants of the
northern plains and mountains. The richly
developed grounds, below and around,
seem to indicate an appreciation for the
depth of culture that existed within these
tribes and the history and humanity that
was destroyed and buried.
Within Neuman’s body of work it is
the painting that continually trumps the
graphic work, showing how the deeper engagement in the sensual and unpredictable
paint enhances the questions asked. How-

ABOVE:

The Stack, 1988-2001, 71 x 38.
Pedazos del Mundo # 8,
1961, 60 x 60.
RIGHT: Space Signs # 4, 1968-2007, 72 x 72.
ABOVE RIGHT :

ever, in the Ship to Paradise project, the
graphic finds its voice and full expression.
These are unquestionably drawings, even
when they are etchings, and they succeed
by using this smaller scale to densely pack
the page with color, black line drawing and
representational fragments. These works
are intimate in both imagery and subject
matter. They reference the sixteenth century humanist and satirical writer, Sebastian
Brandt. The subject is, again, the world
and, in this case, the ship of fools floundering towards paradise. It is a moving contemplation on mortality and a mature artist
approaching a reckoning.
Definition of Place puts forth the
thought that Neuman has, through painting, explored repeatedly the possibility of
worlds both awesomely enormous and
frighteningly local. The exhibition provides
a rich and thorough look into a long and
fruitful career.
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